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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Taking Indiana to the Next Level

I
s the glass half empty or half full? 

As an organization that strives to greatly

enhance Indiana’s business climate and make

it the best it can possibly be, the Indiana

Chamber is often put in the position of illustrating

some of our state’s shortcomings. The nature of

moving forward is that there must be a full recognition

and understanding of the problem before potential

solutions can be crafted.

Thus, the Chamber and the business community

are required to inform, remind and reinforce to

public and private sector constituents that, for

example, workforce development changes are

needed and economic development programs must

be altered to deliver high impact in the 21st century economy.

Does that mean the Chamber is a half-empty (or less) advocate? Are we leaning

toward the assumption that the well will run dry instead of the cup overflowing with

possibilities? Far from it.

The Chamber is a tireless advocate of the positive tax and economic development

changes that have been implemented the last few years. We champion, and will continue

to do so, items such as the elimination of the inventory tax, increased standards and

accountability in our schools and much more.

We have reason to be optimistic. Among the features in this edition of BizVoice

that illustrate the point are:

• Exciting new developments in Ball State’s nationally recognized entrepreneurship program

• A New Haven company, Hupp Aerospace, that has become a leading provider to

the defense community

• Our continued look at emerging companies Griffin Analytical Technologies and

Arxan Technologies, developing Purdue-licensed technology into commercial

opportunities

• Business, in the form of Columbus Container and its owners, playing a major role

in quality of life enhancement in Columbus

These and hundreds of other similar stories demonstrate that the glass is indeed

filled to that midway point. The focus of the Chamber and you, our valued members,

is to add to the volume and leave no doubt that Indiana’s future is full of possibilities

and promise.

Kevin M. Brinegar, 

President

Ordering BizVoice Article Reprints

It is now easier than ever to obtain reprints of BizVoice magazine stories. For one low
price ($250), high resolution electronic files will be prepared and placed on a CD for
your convenience. You will be granted permission to print as many copies as you need
for marketing or information purposes. To order your CD, contact Tony Spataro at
(317) 264-6861 or e-mail: tspataro@indianachamber.com.
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